
1. Break out all loose concrete

2. NOTE: BADLY SPALLED/DAMAGED JOINT
Use a air-powered needle spike gun where
necessary to insure all loose concrete is
removed

3. Use a wire brush to clean out surfaces of
area to be repaired

4. Use a soft brush to remove all dust and
contaminants

Step by step procedure for installation of RB8.20  4034 Rapid Repair
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5. Mask 20mm from all sides of repair to stop
product from spreading out over the surface

6. Use dry sand/aggregate

Recommended: Dry sand aggregate, available 
at Rockbond 

7. Pour sand into repair

8. Spread evenly over repair with a wide trowel

9. Brush off excess sand.

NOTE: If you are desiring a smooth finish,
leave sand 5mm below surface, or fill to the 
top, for a traction surface for larger areas 
being repaired

10. Always use gloves when dealing with the
product
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11.  4034 RAPID REPAIR is a two part product

Part A is dark amber part B is dark blue. MIX

RATIO is 1:1

Always use separate measuring containers for

each product. Mix directly into your applicator

bottle

12.  Mix even proportions together but remember

product goes off fast ,so mix it just before you

need to use it.

Always add part B to part A in that order.

13.  Shake applicator bottle well to mix product

thoroughly. Applicator bottle should have a

fine nozzle

Recommend : Sauce bottles

14.  Apply product evenly, allowing it soak into

sand.

Keep applying product until its 10mm from top

of surface

15.  Allow product to partially cure 3 or 4 mins until
you see it going cloudy or a whole lot of small
bubbles.

16.  Apply more product until it has reached the
desired level. Do not be afraid to slightly
overfill the crack as it is easy to smooth off
with a abrasive wheel later
NOTE: If filling repair in layers, Do not allow to
repair to  tack off, as when you add the final
amount of product you could get a
delamination problem

17.  Let  product cure. It should be ready for traffic
in 30 mins at 20°C

18.  Remove excess product with abrasive wheel to

produce a flush surface repair RECOMMEND:

C-CROPS or ZEC abrasive discs
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